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2.

ABOUT CAST ART STUDIOS LTD.
Castart Studios Ltd. is an innovative leader in the
concrete casting industry, producing original
designs in sculpture, faces, statues, ornaments,
birdbaths, water features, benches, lanterns,
planters etc for home and garden use.Our products
are suitable for outdoor use, being manufactured
from proprietary blends of concrete and having
unique weather resistant finishes applied. Our
unique designs tend to be based on the history of
art, and differ from our competitors in their
originality and quality of castings and finishes.

CASTING MATERIALS
Pieces are cast in a grey cement and aggregate
mix and then stained with unique weather
resistant finishes.Our top-quality concrete can stay
outside all year round, although items that collect
water (birdbath bowls, fountains etc.) may crack
when standing water freezes and subsequently
expands (this is true of all concrete). We
recommend covering, inverting or taking in these
particular items in the winter. Our products have
been exposed to the harsh conditions of the
Canadian prairie winter for many years now,
without any significant problems.

finishes

Western
Slate

York
Stone

Basalt
Grey

Ancient
Stone

All finishes are hand painted. Please note
that no two pieces will be exactly the same
due to this. Each and every piece of Cast
Art you collect will be one-of-a-kind. The
finishes include Western Slate, York Stone,
Basalt Grey, and Ancient Stone.
Western Slate: Light greyish/green base with
spontaneous streaks of reddish brown
York Stone: Different tones of earthy greens and
grey
Basalt Grey: Different tones of earthy grey
Ancient Stone: Different tones of reddish brown

3.

YOGA BUDDHA - NAMASTE $152.00
w10” x d10” x h15” 30 lb
*shown in basalt grey

YOGA BUDDHA - LUNGE $152.00
14″ high, 15lbs
*shown in basalt grey

YOGA BUDDHA - TREE
16.5″ high, 35lbs
*shown in basalt grey

Cast Art

$152.00

Bring your outdoor or indoor oasis to life
with handmade statues from Vancouver
Island. Sold exclusively in the Kawarthas at
746 Shop.
4.

NATURE'S HELPING HAND
Tallest Piece 14.5″ high Approx. 24″ diameter when assembled 100 lb, 5
pieces *shown in ancient stone
$401.00

5.

NOUVEAU WOLF
w7” x d12” x h15″ 30 lb
*shown in basalt grey
$215.00

NOUVEAU EAGLE
w7” x d12” x h18″ 30 lb
*shown in ancient stone
$215.00

NOUVEAU BEAR $230.00
w19” x d8″ x h10” 60 lb
*shown in basalt grey

Sculpted with nouveau style,this artful rendition of the graceful wolf, bear, or eagle can add life to a
garden or bring a gallery feel indoors.

6.

Part of a very attractive five piece set,
this decorative Giant Garden Mushroom
ornament is manufactured in 2 parts; the
base is cast solid and the top is made
using our ‘lay-up’ technique. The result is
a great looking woodland garden feature
that can be left outside year round.
*shown in ancient stone

GARDEN MUSHROOM - 44"
w32 ”x d32” x h44” 280 lb, 2 pieces
$510.00

GARDEN MUSHROOM - 32"
w24” x d24” x h32” 95 lb, 2 pieces
$270.00

GARDEN MUSHROOM - 27"
w24” x d24” x h27” 65 lb, 2 pieces
$210.00

GARDEN MUSHROOM - 21"
w20” x d20” x h21” 45 lb, 2 pieces
$175.00

GARDEN MUSHROOM - 16"
w16” x d16” x h16” 30 lb, 2 pieces
$145.00

7.

MEERKAT

$121.00

w7.5" x d7" x h20" 8lbs
*shown in ancient stone

The Meerkat Baby and
Mom are sure to be the
cutest addition to any
garden.

MEERKAT BABY $50.00
w6" x d7" x h12" 2lbs
*shown in ancient stone

8.

EUROPA - GARDEN OVERSEER
The Globe of the Overseer is thought to
concentrate energy in your Garden and cast it
back in 360 degrees.
Look into it and you will see the entire garden
inside.
w10″ x d10″ x h40″ 120lbs
Shown in Western State
$440.00

9.

AZZULI WITH GLOBE

MERLIN THE WIZARD

NOSTRADAMUS

With the glow of the globe, Azzuli
peers deep into the future,
examining the images as they
appear in the glass. Azzuli cannot
tell you what he sees, but by gazing
into the globe, you may just be able
to imagine the revelations.
w11” x d12” x h12” 50 lb, 2 pieces
*shown in ancient stone
$218.00

With this beautifully sculpted piece,
Australian artist David Blight
captures the Arthurian enchanter’s
wisdom and endless search for
knowledge. As legend has it, he was
King Arthur’s tutor and confidant, as
well as his wizard. Here we find the
sorcerer deep in thought over his
master’s next lesson or perhaps a
potion of sorts. As a garden ornament
or room decoration, Merlin is sure to
remind us of lands lost to time and
folklore
w11” x d8” x h14” 15 lb
*shown in western slate
$145.00

Since his startling predictions began
to come true, Nostradamus has held a
place as one of the great clairvoyants.
Now, in David Blight’s rendition of the
15th century astrologer, we find him
crystal gazing into a crystal, pondering
the mysteries it holds. If he were still
alive, would he have predicted his
place as a beautiful garden or home
ornament?
w9” x d10” x h14” 18 lb, 2 pieces
*shown in Ancient Stone, includes
marble
$152.00

10.

ORBIS
$122.00
Dragons are hoarders of treasures, real
or imagined. They guard these treasures
fiercely and Orbis is no exception. Here
we see Orbis guarding his special
golden orb. Ever watchful for opportune
thieves, the young dragon surveys all
that pass. Heaven help anyone who
tries to steel his treasure!
w9” x d9” x h11” 20 lb
*shown in Ancient Stone

MATERNAL DRAGON
$311.00
The dragon, a fabulous monster
common to many mythologies, was
usually conceived as a huge, batwinged, fire-breathing creature with a
barbed tail. The word dragon is derived
from the Greek drakon, which was used
originally for any large serpent. With
the advent of Christianity, dragons
came to be symbolic of sin and
paganism and the slaying of a dragon
was the crowning achievement of the
heroes of the ancients. However, our
beautifully detailed sculpture by Travis
Bond remains a beneficent creature,
capturing the bond between mother
and child, and eschews the traditional
view of the dragon as an agent of evil.

PEEK-A-BOO, THE SHY DRAGON
$120.00
Peek-a-boo was not your normal
dragon. He always knew he didn’t
really want to be a dragon, but he
didn’t know what kind of other
creature he wanted to be. As he grew
older he became more awkward and
shy. Here he is hiding under his wing
after discovering he can make fire
and flame. Of course, being Peek-aboo he burned himself and now the
poor little fellow may never come out
from his place of refuge.
w13” x d10” x h6” 15 lb
*shown in ancient stone

w12” x d15” x h16” 70 lb
*shown in Western Slate

11.

DAVID TORSO
$181.00
David is a partial replica of the
famous statue of the biblical
hero created by Michelanglo
during the Renaissance period
(sculpted 1501-1504). It was
commissioned by the famous
Medici family in the birthplace of
the Renaissance; Florence. The
masterpiece now resides in
Florence at the Gallery of the
Accademia di Belle Arti.
w18” x d3.5” x h22” 30 lb
*shown in ancient stone
VENUS TORSO
$179.00
The Venus torso is a partial
replica of the famous Venus de
Milo statue currently residing
in the Louvre museum in Paris.
This statue from antiquity was
discovered on the Greek Island
of Milos. It is thought to have
been created sometime
between 130 and 100 BC by
Alexandros of Antioch.
Although commonly known as
Venus de Milo, her correct title
is Aphrodite of Milos;
Aphrodite was the Greek
Goddesses of Love & beauty,
Venus being her Roman
equivalent.
w13” x d3” x h21” 25 lb
*shown in western slate

12.

GIANT RAPA NUI (EASTER ISLAND
MEGALITH)
Located over 3500 km (2700 miles) off
the coast of Chile, Easter Island boasts
the world’s largest collection of
megaliths. These giant statues range in
height from 3 to 10m (10 – 33 feet) and
were constructed over 18 centuries ago.
All of the statues face westward and their
significance is still a subject of debate.
Some say they represent lost kings, and
that one was constructed for every king.
Others say they are to scare away
invaders. They were carved from volcanic
rock from Rano Raraku. The real mystery
is how they were transported to where
they now stand. Weighing as much as 27
metric tons (50,000lbs), the mystery is as
great as the construction of the pyramids.
w34” x d15” x h48” 180 lb
*shown in western slate
$550.00
13.

RAPA NUI FACES
A. GIANT RAPA NUI
w34” x d15” x h48” 180 lb
*shown in western slate
$550.00

A.

B. LARGE RAPA NUI
w20” x d16” x h30” 150 lb
$446.00

B.

C. MEDIUM RAPA NUI
w11” x d9” x h14” 50 lb
$210.00
D. TABLETOP RAPA. NUI
w6” x d3.5” x h10” 2 lb
$50.00
E. SMALL RAPA NUI
w4 “x d3” x h5.5” 1 lb
$41.00

C.
D.

E.
14.

GIANT PORTRAIT OF MOTHER NATURE
‘Beneath the clouds lives the Earth Mother from whom is derived the Water of
Life, who at her bosom feeds plants, animals and men.’ – Algonquin legend
In many cultures, dating back since the first civilizations, Mother Nature or the
Earth Mother has been associated with plentiful harvests, fruitfulness and
fertility. Her image is depicted in many mediums and here we proudly offer a
sculptural Mother Nature to encourage abundance in your own home and
garden.
w28.5” x d12.5” x h33” 120 lb
*shown in ancient stone
$480.00

GIANT LEAF MAIDEN PORTRAIT
Counterpart to the Greenman, Our
Leaf Maidens or “Greenwoman” have
adorned European architecture for as
long as the Greenman himself.
w31” x d14” x h34” 140 lb
*shown in ancient stone
$531.00

15.

A. GIANT PORTRAIT OF MOTHER
NATURE
w28.5” x d12.5” x h33” 120 lb
*shown in ancient stone
$480.00

A.

C.

B. LARGE PORTRAIT OF
MOTHER NATURE
w22” x d12” x h23” 110 lb
$310.00
C. MEDIUM PORTRAIT OF
MOTHER NATURE
w15” x d8” x h16.5″ 65 lb
$210.00
D. TABLETOP PORTRAIT OF
MOTHER NATURE
w10” x d7” x h10” 12 lb
$94.00
E. SMALL PORTRAIT OF MOTHER
NATURE
w5” x d3” x h5.5” 1 lb

B.

D.

E.

16.

TREEBOR GIANT TREEMAN
w28” x d14” x h44” 140 lb
*shown in ancient stone

$531.00

FERN PRINCESS
w32” x d14” x h35” 120 lb
*shown in ancient stone
$480.00
17.

MEDIUM LAPIDUS

GIANT LAPIDUS

w15” x d7” x h18” 30 lb
Shown in Ancient Stone

w31” x d14” x h34” 120 lb
*shown in western slate

$193.00

$521.00

18.

NEPTUNE FACE

$361.00

In Roman mythology, Neptune was the god of water, both freshwater and the oceans and all the life
contained within. Roman mythology was heavily influenced by earlier Greek mythology, indeed many
gods were revered by both civilizations, albeit under different names. Neptune’s Greek equivalent was
Poseidon. Neptunalia, the festival honouring Neptune was celebrated on the 23rd of July each year.
Like other mythological figures, Neptune has little influence today, although a passenger on a cruise
ship crossing the equator for the first time (known as a “Pollywog”) might be summoned before King
Neptune for an initiation ceremony (usually just an excuse for a good party!).
w21” x d11” x h23” 120 lb
*shown in western slate

19.

YOUNG EMPEROR

ictured here is the youthful face of the most
influential leader of 18th & 19th century Europe,
Napoleon Bonaparte. He was born Napoleone di
Buonaparte on the island of Corsica in 1769 into
minor Italian nobility. He survived the tumultuous
times of the French revolution and went on to rise to
the top of the French military . A brilliant military
strategist and gifted political leader, Napoleon
experienced many glorious victories and installed
himself as Emperor of France in 1804. He was
eventually defeated at the battle of Waterloo in 1815
and died in exile on the British island of Saint
Helena.

A.

D.

C.
B.

A. GIANT YOUNG EMPEROR
w38” x d18” x h43” 170 lb
*shown in basalt grey
$545.00

D. TABLETOP YOUNG EMPEROR
w10” x d6” x h11.5” 12 lb
*shown in ancient stone
$94.00

B. YOUNG EMPEROR
w17” x d9” x h20” 70 lb
*shown in western slate
$391.00

E. SMALL YOUNG EMPEROR
w5” x d3.5” x h6” 1 lb
$41.00

C. MEDIUM YOUNG EMPEROR
w17” x d9” x h20” 70 lb
*shown in ancient stone
$212.00

E.
20.

21
POLYNESIAN TIKI MASK
TREEMAN MASK
LEAF MAIDEN MASK
LARGE: w10” x d6” x h30” 80 lb - $371.00 LARGE: w11” x d7” x h30” 90 lb - $369.00 LARGE: w11” x d9” x h30” 95 lb - $371.00
SMALL: w5” x d2.5” x h10” 2 lb - $50.00 SMALL: w5” x d2.5” x h10” 2 lb - $50.00
SMALL: w4.5” x d2.5” x h10” 2 lb - $50.00

HANGING PORTRAIT OF MOTHER NATURE
‘Beneath the clouds lives the Earth Mother from whom is derived the Water of Life, who at her bosom feeds plants, animals and
men.’ – Algonquin legend
In many cultures, dating back since the first civilizations, Mother Nature or the Earth Mother has been associated with plentiful
harvests, fruitfulness and fertility. Her image is depicted in many mediums and here we proudly offer a sculptural Mother
Nature to encourage abundance in your own home and garden.
*shown in western slate
LARGE (LEFT): w25” x d9” x h25” 80 lb - $307.00
MEDIUM (MIDDLE): w18” x d5” x h19” 40 lb - $186.00
SMALL (RIGHT): w11” x d5” x h15” 20 lb - $104.00

22.

HANGING LEAF MAIDEN
w25” x d10” x h5” 20 lb
*shown in york stone
$176.00

HANGING LAPIDUS - LARGE
w26” x d7” x h26” 45 lb
*shown in basalt grey
$290.00

HANGING LAPIDUS - SMALL
w12” x d4” x h15” 15 lb
*shown in ancient stone
$102.00

HANGING TREEMAN >
w25” x d10” x h5” 20 lb
*shown in ancient stone
$176.00
HANGING GREENMAN FACE
w12” x d3” x h13” 10 lb
*shown in basalt grey
$109.00

23.

HERCULES PEDESTAL
Taken from Greek mythology, this highly
detailed statue of Hercules shows the
beauty and strength of this ancient hero.
In his lifetime, Hercules was challenged
to complete twelve feats of strength,
ranging from endurance to tests of brute
force. Designed to hold a sundial or
planter, or perhaps as a leg of a table,
Hercules will look majestic and
impressive in any garden or home.
3w16” x d14” x h37” 125 lb
*shown in western slate
$335.00

24.

B.
A.

OTTER FAMILY
A. OTTER BABY
w13” x d7” x h7” 15 lb
$95.00
B. OTTER MOTHER
w19” x d8” x h9” 25 lb
$154.00

C.

C. OTTER FATHER
w17” x d9” x h13” 60 lb
$183.00
*shown in ancient stone

25.

TERRA MATER - EARTH GODDESS
In ancient Roman religion and myth, Tellus
Mater or Terra Mater ("Mother Earth") is a
goddess of the earth. ... She is regularly
associated with Ceres in rituals pertaining to
the earth and agricultural fertility.

TERRA DORMIS
Sleeping girl
w36” x d15” x h12” 60 lb
*shown in western slate
$376.00

w48” x d25” x h18” 170 lb
$545.00

26.

HORTUS REX – KING OF THE GARDEN

HORTUS REGINAE – QUEEN OF THE GARDEN

A companion pieces to the very popular Hortus Reginae
(Queen of the Garden).Use him as a planter, pedestal or
birdbath. He looks particularly regal adorned with the
flowering appendices of a cascading plant, substituting for
hair.

In this stunning piece, master sculptor Klaus Kinast
presents his interpretation of the Queen of the Garden.
Flawless in beauty and with an elegant elongated neck,
Hortus Reginae will proudly rule over your garden space.
Use her as a planter, pedestal or birdbath. She looks
particularly regal adorned with the flowering appendices
of a cascading plant, substituting for hair.

w16.5” x d14” x h26.5” 140 lb
Shown in York Stone

w15” x d13.5” x h28.5” 140 lb
Shown in Ancient Stone

$335.00
$335.00

27.

SEAT OF WISDOM
As a child, we all have had a member of
our family who read to us or told us
stories and in so doing opened up a
whole new world to our imagination.
Literature, words and stories became a
magical experience. On this seat, you
can remember those fond memories and
perhaps pass on a few of those magical
stories to your own children &
grandchildren.

LIVE EDGE BENCH
Yes it is concrete. This magnificent Live
edge wood bench will add class and a
rustic outdoors touch to your garden or
patio seating areas.
w47” x d16” x h18” 180 lb, 3 pieces
*shown in Ancient Stone
$447.00

w36” x d16” x h18” 240 lb, 3 pieces
shown in Ancient Stone
$447.00

28.

GEORGE
George is truly fierce at heart. The problem
for him is that no one is scared of him.
He will keep the Butterflies and Birds
company and fit into any beautiful garden or
patio setting.
w7” x d7” x h21” 85 lb
Shown in Ancient Stone
$200.00

29.

AKAHANGA (NO HAT)
Located over 2700 miles off the coast of Chile,
the isolated Easter Island boasts the world’s
largest collection of megaliths. These giant
statues range in height from 10 – 33 feet and
were constructed over 18 centuries ago. All of
the statues face westward and their
significance is still a subject of debate. Some
say they represent lost kings, and that one
was constructed for every king. Others say
they are to scare away invaders. The real
mystery is how they were transported to
where they now stand. Weighing as much as
27 metric tons (50,000lbs), the mystery is as
great as the construction of the pyramids.
w12” x d10” x h26” 95 lb
Shown in Ancient Stone

$265.00

30.

DOLLAR BULL $225.00
Dollar Bull is a representation of
the famous Wall St. Bull. Put it
outside your house to bring good
fortune.
w12” x d22” x h10” 50 lb
*shown in ancient stone
31.

www.shop746.com

705.357.0707.

311 HWY 7, KAWARTHA LAKES, ON.

